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First of all i do belive that its possible to have autonomous vessel. We sent people to the 

moon using a computer that had a performence of about 42 instruction per sec. And 

Iphone 6 does 3.36 billion and the history is full of companys that ignore new technolgy, 

Kodak, Nokia etc the list is long. But there is a couple of things that are not in place yet. 

And i’am sorry i don’t think this is a 5 year spectre. The picture is from 1939 and the fact

is that the US is voting over the self driving act this week!

So back to shipping

That is Maersk trippel e, a 400 meters vessel(21) that is expected to sail for 40 years with

a crew that cost about 2300 USD/Day

That is what autonomous vessel have to competed with

DNV published an article that stated that human error is a significant part of 70% to 80% 

of all accidents. 

I’am wondering if they ever have been to sea? I do not totally disagree but how many 

incidents and accidents were avoided because of human presence? Computer 

algorithms cannot fix cargo lashings,  or a cargo heater, and flying out an emergency 

repair crew every time something happens. And in narrow waters that is why we put 

pilots onboard.(Pls change to hand steering Captain)

However, how much redundancy is needed in the rest of the ship to make an unmanned 

ship as reliable as a manned one (e.g. dual engines)? The quality of materials (steel, 

paints etc.) will also have to be higher in order to defer maintenance until drydocking 

(which will itself take longer). Thus, it is not obvious at all that the net effect is positive.
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We also have to talk about security, what makes these vessel navigate, off course the 

answer is that device that we find almost any device today GPS or similar satellite 

system. The satellites fly in medium Earth orbit (MEO) at an altitude of approximately 

20,200 km (12,550 miles). Each satellite circles the Earth twice a day. 

The problem is that the signal is unencrypted and has the power of a light

bulb(50W)(compared to Loran C that’s transmitting in KW). That makes it easy to jam. 

We heard at the EMPA conferance in Bergen in May that it was not a problem(ref

Kongsberg) norwegian navy that was present didn’t quite agree with that.

Homeland security says the following : a 1 watt jammer could blank out a medium size

city a 10 watt jammer has a range of 150km, the jammer are easy to buy from Kina and 

they are also the easiest to detect even do The Federal Aviation Administration 

spent two years locating just one GPS jammer used on the New Jersey Turnpike.

Think that a jammer I used onboard a cruise vessel, navigation is reduced to Head-up 

display on the radar and the 3D view that is normally called a window. Pls change to 

hand steering Captain.

But the real problem is GPS Spoofing a couple off weeks ago we could read Fake Gps

Signals deceived several ships, suspect new Cyper Weapon. Comeon the been spoofed i 

can get spoofing devices for 1200USD with free shipping from Kina, i try to explain the

differnce
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GPS is with not jammed or spoofed an extremly accurated system in fact with Land-

based correction can actually follow wrinkle in your own hand. But how about our maps, 

Our best charts with a guaranteed accuracy of +/- 5 meters. This sounds good, but until 

the fall of 2013, the categories B +/- 50 meters and C +/- 200 meters are mainly used for 

Norwegian coastal waters based on the following classification: ENCs with source data 

from older seawater (before 1960) have been given ZOC value C, while ENCs with source 

data from survey marine newer than approx. 1960 is given ZOC value B.

From 1 January 2014, areas measured with multistage sounder and otherwise satisfy the 

requirements will be indicated by the A1 +/- 5 meter or A2 +/- 20 meter categories. The 

boundaries for the different zones will be added to the map data so that you can always 

see the screen on which screen you are in. 
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We already heard that Autonomous vessel should reduce accidents, but there is some

ethical issues here. As we all know and autonomous vessel just follow protocol or 

algorithm. That raise some questions in my head

Who make the algorithm?

Who decided what the algorithm does?

I will try to answer these questions, but first 

You see that sometimes they have to choose between two evils(or many as in this 

picture), such as sailing over pleasure craft or sacrificing themselves and their

passenger(eks. Ferry) to save the pleasure craft with their passenger. Defining such

algorithms that will help autonomous vessels make these moral decisions is a 

formidable challenge and it raise a 3 question

So how many are willing to board a ferry that are willing to sacrificing them?

Today end engineer at Rolls Royce or somebody else somewhere in Silicon Valley makes 

the algorithm. How do we make sure that the programmer doesn’t make a back door? 

Difficult Yes.

Second quistion : Kongsberg? Google? IMO(hopefully IMPA can tell us something about

the MSC 99 if there is somethin new) but if IMO should decided, i sorry too say we are a 

decade away from a decision :D ) My point is that we are rapetly moving legislation away

from the people and towards commercial companies and that is something that is in my 

head extremly dangerous.
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So is new Technology always better or was it better before? Here is a picture that states 

that actually states everything was better before.
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